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Since 1988




Elevating Omaha’s Outdoor Living




We build custom decks that blend seamlessly with your home. Expert craftsmanship in cedar, composite and PVC to create your perfect outdoor retreat.





Services




Request a Quote













Design Your Dream Deck Today




Imagine stepping out onto a deck that’s meticulously designed for your home’s unique style and your personal leisure. Your dream outdoor space is just a consultation away. Let’s build the deck you’ve been envisioning.




At Mike Jansen Custom Decks, Inc., we combine traditional craftsmanship with modern design trends to deliver unparalleled quality. Our roots in Omaha run deep, with over three decades dedicated to perfecting the art of deck building.





Learn More
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Deck Design & Build




From initial sketches to the final touches, our comprehensive services ensure your deck is built to impress and last. We offer custom deck design, professional building and more.
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                    Deck Railings

                    
                        
                            Choose from a variety of materials and designs to add safety and style to your deck. Our custom railing options provide the perfect finishing touch to frame your outdoor space.

                        

                        Learn More
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                    Deck Lighting

                    
                        
                            Illuminate your evenings with our custom deck lighting solutions. From subtle accents to full lighting systems, we’ll create the perfect ambiance for your outdoor retreat.

                        

                        Learn More
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                    Deck Replacement

                    
                        
                            Revitalize your outdoor area with our deck replacement services. We’ll remove and dispose of your old deck and construct a new, durable deck that suits your current lifestyle and taste.

                        

                        Learn More
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                    Deck Additions

                    
                        
                            Expand your outdoor living space with a deck addition. Whether you need extra room for entertaining or a quiet space to relax, we can extend your existing deck to meet your needs.

                        

                        Learn More
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                    Deck Resurface

                    
                        
                            Refresh the look of your deck without a complete rebuild. Our deck resurfacing services can restore the beauty of your deck and extend its life with new materials and finishes.

                        

                        Learn More
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                    Deck Roofs

                    
                        
                            Enjoy your deck in any weather with a custom deck roof. Our tailored designs provide protection from the elements, allowing you to maximize the use of your outdoor space.

                        

                        Learn More
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The Heart of Our Craft




Our commitment to crafting exceptional decks is matched only by our dedication to the people we serve. Over the years, we’ve had the privilege of completing more than 1000 projects in the greater Omaha area, with each one underscoring our focus on customer satisfaction as our top priority.








We knew we wanted Mike to build our deck after the first meeting – you listened to what we had in mind, did the measurements, walked the yard, and asked enough questions to be sure we were on the same page…Really professional, experienced, and obviously competent…And once the project started you all did a great job of responding to questions and keeping us in the loop for changes…The attention to detail and the overall quality of your construction is fabulous – nice clean edges, neat corners, perfectly even steps, and everything lined up just right on a very solid deck…We only wish we had gotten in touch with you sooner to get the deck built! Well worth the $$$$.





Mark & Donna C.




★★★★★










I wanted to let you know about how pleased Carolyn and I were and are with the masterful work you did on our project. Every phase, from consultation to planning to construction and finish was just first class. The crew showed up on time focused with a well planned day and did a great job of cleaning up each day. It is beautiful work and we are still just giddy over the whole thing. It is clear that the entire Jansen team takes tremendous pride in their work.





JB & Carolyn D.




★★★★★










We wanted a deck that would accent our home and Mike delivered. He helped in the design, offered suggestions and put on the finishing touches. Mike gave us a schedule and adhered to it including coordinating with other subcontractors. He did a final walk through and made sure that everything was perfect. The finished product was unbelievable. We love our new deck!





Bob & Debbie B.




★★★★★










I continue to enjoy this extension of my home, and have been out on the deck multiple times every day. It is so cool. Many people have commented on your quality work and the esthetics of the build.





Patricia G.




★★★★★










Thank you to EVERYONE at Mike Jansen Custom Decks. From our first contact with you, to Mike’s visit for an estimate, to Megan and Heidi with pricing and design help, to your crew navigating all the in’s and out’s of the project – you are a great company to work with! We love your clear and orderly communication, follow-up, attention to detail, knowledge of requirements and product expertise. You always showed up when you said you would, and did what you said you’d do. You even ran a week ahead of schedule! That has not always been our experience with contractors. You were great with the unknowns that must come up with most projects. We also liked working with a small, local, family business! We will highly recommend you to our family and friends.





Pat & Bill S.




★★★★★










We couldn’t have asked for a better contractor than Mike to build our new deck. He knew what he was doing and got it done in a timely and professional manner. Mike was on top of the entire project from start to finish and kept us in the loop when necessary! We love the larger deck and will use it a lot. We recommend Mike highly for anyone wishing to build a new deck!





Bill & Shirley N.




★★★★★










Thank you so much! We love our new deck and we look forward to enjoying it for many years to come. You exceeded our expectations every step of the way-thanks!!!!





Patty & Felix O.




★★★★★










Thank you so much for building our dream deck, Mike, Megan, Heidi, Connor and everyone at Jansen!!! We are thrilled!!!





Andy & Jessica H.




★★★★★
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Message from the Owner




I’m Mike Jansen, owner of Mike Jansen Custom Decks. I started in construction in 1988 framing houses and began building decks for home builders shortly after. I then decided I wanted to help homeowners by designing and building decks that met THEIR goals for an outdoor space. Our mission at Mike Jansen Custom Decks is to build a safe, functional, and beautiful deck that suits the individual needs of each customer. That’s why I personally meet with every customer at their home to help with the planning and design process to bring their dream deck to life. We think about deck design every day and we’ll be sure to point out design considerations and ideas for your project such as the space you have to work within, the design of your home, and the terrain of your yard. We’ll help you plan and design your new deck with all the possibilities we see available in your situation, taking into consideration all the variables specific to your individual deck project. My team and I stand by our motto “Building Every Deck Like It’s Our Own”. We want all our customers to enjoy our fully professional and personally tailored deck construction experience.










CHECK OUT SOME OF OUR WORK
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Start Your Project




Ready to take the next step? Contact us today to discuss your ideas and let us help you bring them to life. Your new deck journey begins with a simple conversation.





Get a Free Estimate
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